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Deadpool - Volume 2 Marvel
As a boy, Richmond - the man who would one day
become Nighthawk - witnessed the senseless
murder of his parents. There was no reason for
their deaths, no provocation - they were just simply
in the wrong place at the wrong time. It was a
traumatic event that has left him scarred for life -
and turned him into a hero more feared than the
criminals he polices. Now, it's happening
again...but on a much larger scale. The people of
Chicago - men, women and children - are dying in
the streets, victims of a monster whose thirst for
slaughter cannot be quenched. And it's flashing a
killer smile. Collecting: Supreme Power: Nighthawk
#1-6
Deadpool: Secret invasion Marvel
Entertainment
An alien symbiote who grants his
human host deadly superpowers,
the empathic Venom is attracted by
and attaches itself to people
experiencing intense, base emotions
like rage, jealousy and hatred.

Separated from Eddie Brock, Spider-
Man's arch-nemesis has resurfaced
near the Arctic Circle - hopping
from host to host with the greatest
of ease and on the run from
enigmatic forces with their own
agenda for the elusive alien.
Ravenously hungry and craving
adrenaline, he sets his sights on a
short, hairy guy with a bad temper:
the X-Men's Wolverine!
Dark Reign Marvel
Collects Deadpool #23-26. It's a
Vegas vacation done Deadpool-style
- full of explosions, D-list super
villains and a casino caper that
would make George Clooney proud!
When he puts the squeeze on a
mouthy club owner, Deadpool draws
the ire of Las Vegas' biggest
casino bosses and their newest
protector-for-hire, The House.
Deadpool Vol. 1 Marvel Enterprises
"The maniacal Merc with the Mouth unleashes his
most insane plan yet: a full-on assault against Norman
Osborn! As everyone's favorite asinine assassin
storms his way to the top of Avengers Tower, Osborn
is forced to pull out all the stops to save his own
skin-- and that means deploying his brand-new team
of bloodthirsty black-ops Thunderbolts!"--P. [4] of
cover.
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Would the real Wade Wilson please stand
up? Deadpool returns to America, but he's
not coming home alone! When a collection
of Deadpool's discarded body parts meld to
form an evil clone, the Merc With a Mouth
faces off against himself for the crown of
most hated former mercenary turned super
hero turned pirate turned intergalactic
bounty hunter. But their explosive
confrontation brings the NYPD, Interpol and
even Captain America bearing down on
Deadpool, and he'll have to convince them
all there's an even crazier, less principled
version of himself on the loose! Plus:
Deadpool: The Musical! Collecting
DEADPOOL (2008) #45-49 and #49.1.
Dark Reign Marvel Entertainment
Deadpool unleashes his most insane
plan yet: a full-on assault against
Norman Osborn! As Deadpool storms
his way to the top of Avengers Tower,
Osborn is forced to pull out all the stops
to save his own skin - and that means
deploying the brand new Thunderbolts!
Plug your ears, kids - this is gonna be
loud! Collects Deadpool (2008) #8-9,
Thunderbolts (2006) #130-131.
Marvel Encyclopedia Marvel
Ground Control to Major Deadpool! After
bumping off Macho Gomez, the galaxy's top
assassin, Deadpool heads into space to
increase his intergalactic cred. Abandoning his
plans to become one of Earth's heroes, he
decides to stop pulling punches, knives,
swords, bullets, grenades and so forth.
Everyone's favorite fun-loving killer-for-hire is
back with a new job and a new lady! Will this
cement him as the solar system's best, most
ruthless mercenary - or will things like lack of
oxygen and zero-gravity throw him off his
game? One word: maybe! Wade's first
contract is a doozy, as he's hired to kill Id the
Selfish Moon. This body is anything but
heavenly and travels through space destroying
planets. For this super-sized job, Deadpool
follows his usual credo: The bigger the

problem, the more insane the solution!
Collecting DEADPOOL (2008) #33.1 and
#32-35.
Deadpool Vol. 5 Marvel Entertainment
Relates the story of the origin of Bullseye,
Daredevil's arch-enemy, from his rough
upbringing in the slums of Queens, New York,
to his life of crime and battles with the forces of
right.
Deadpool - Secret Invasion Marvel
A troubled soul, set upon a path of vengeance
he does not understand. An assassin without
equal, trained in the most secret of killing
techniques. A fl esh-and-blood specter,
haunting the killers of the world. A
monkey...with a gun. Bear witness as the
legend is born! COLLECTING: Hit-Monkey
#1-3, Hit-Monkey one-shot
Secret Invasion Marvel
Formed by Captain America following the
collapse of the original team, the New
Avengers, including Spider-Man, Wolverine,
and Iron Man, must fight the mysterious forces
at play around them.
Deadpool By Daniel Way Deadpool - Volume
1
Follows the adventures of Wade Wilson,
known as Deadpool, the superhero--or is he a
villain?--who is available, for the right fee, for
the most risky and violent jobs.
Deadpool Volume 8 Marvel bei Panini
Comics
Collects Avengers: The Initiative #14-19.
During the Infiltration, a Skrull at the heart
of Camp Hammond said these words: "It
won't be long until we have a Skrull in
every state!" Now that Skrull stands
revealed and the fate of The Initiative, the
United States, and Planet Earth hang in
the balance!
Hit-Monkey by Daniel Way: Bullets &
Bananas Marvel Enterprises
Collects Deadpool #40-44. After the
fallout - nuclear and otherwise - of the
Merc with a Mouth's antics in Arizona,
the government is faced with an
impossible question: what to do with
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Deadpool? The answer: stick him in an
institution! When you think about it, it
might be the only solution - after all, he
really does need some professional help
... as well as protection from the enemy:
himself.
Dark Reign Marvel Entertainment
Deadpool (2012) #20-25
New Avengers - Volume 9 DK Publishing
(Dorling Kindersley)
Deadpool has become fixated on achieving
the one thing that's always been beyond
his reach: death. Not an easy thing for an
unkillable man to achieve, but that's not
gonna stop him from trying. but first, he
must figure out the all-important question:
how? What in the world can kill Deadpool?
It has to be big. It has to be powerful
beyond description. It has to be ... green?
Plus: Macho Gomez is back! And this time,
he's brought friends. His friends? Nope -
Deadpool's friends. And every single one
of them has an axe to grind with our boy
Wade for how he's treated them in the
past. no, really - they have axes!
COLLECTING: Deadpool 36-39, Deadpool
(1997) 4
Deadpool Vol. 4 Marvel
From the pages of Civil War comes the tale
of a man out of time! An accident in the
Negative Zone propels Captain Marvel
from the past to the present day. Now, he
must come to terms not only with his own
impending death, but with the way the
world has changed in the time he has been
gone. Brian Reed (New Avengers:
Illuminati, Ms. Marvel) and Lee Weeks
(Daredevil, Spider-Man: Death and
Destiny) bring you the mini-series that
returns one of Marvel's greatest heroes
back where he belongs. Collects Captain
Marvel #1-5 and Civil War: The Return.
Secret Invasion Marvel
Five stories from across the Marvel

Universe, illuminating key elements of
the SECRET INVASION! Captain
Marvel takes a stand! Marvel Boy makes
a choice! Wonder Man and the Beast
face off! Abigail Brand, Agent of
SWORD finds the foe! And the Agents
of Atlas enter the fight! Plus, the Secret
Invasion has been underway for years.
For how long and to what extent, Tony
Stark is not sure, but there is one thing
he does know: Now is not the time for
complacency. Following hot on the heels
of the stunning revelation that Skrulls
have been masquerading as Elektra and
Black Bolt, Stark puts his best data-
mining technology to the test to piece
together their treacherous plot. Also,
Ever since the dawning of the Marvel
Age of heroes, the Skrulls have been
known as scheming, conniving, insidious
interlopers in the affairs not just of Earth,
but the whole universe. Now, get the
Skrulls' side of the story! Who are they,
what drives them, and what are their
ultimate goals? Collects Secret Invasion:
Who Do You Trust?, Saga, Skrulls!, and
Marvel Spotlight: Secret Invasion.
Bullseye Marvel Entertainment
Profiles Marvel's greatest heroes,
providing details on their powers and
their thrill-packed careers, in an
updated edition that includes
information on the lastest characters
and teams, major crossover events, and
the new Marvel Now series.
Secret Invasion Marvel Entertainment
How did Johnny Blaze end up in Hell,
anyway? It's simple, really: He died. And
when he died, his eternal soul - long
promised to Hell in exchange for "saving"
Crash Simpson - descended into the Pit,
taking the Ghost Rider along with it. This is
the story of how and why it all happened,
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courtesy of writer Daniel Way and horror-
comic legend Richard Corben. Plus: In a
small town northeast of Chicago, people
are losing their heads... literally. The sheriff
of this sleepy little town firmly believes he's
found the culprit - a scruffy drifter found
sleeping in the bushes with blood on his
clothes and no believable explanation for
where he was and what he was doing when
the murders occurred. He even gave the
sheriff a fake name: "Johnny Blaze." But
the identity of the true culprit is even more
macabre: Lucifer has taken up residence in
a new host - a casualty of Civil War who's
bound to raise eyebrows! Collects Ghost
Rider (2006) #6-11.
Deadpool - Volume 7 Marvel
Follows the adventures of Wade Wilson,
known as Deadpool, the superhero--or is
he a villain?--who is available, for the right
fee, for the most risky and violent jobs.
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